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•• Designed and developed by professionals in the industry.
Made of lightweight aluminum.
Fast, easy to use, and built to last.
Self-aligning, 5 yard units.
Foldable, self-storing, portable.

The Only Hash Mark Painting
System You'll Ever Need.

888-780-4441

Diversified Sports Specialties
www.DSSworks.com

Circle 184 on card or www.oners.ims.ca/2915-184

FOR SALE

Wholesale distributor of fertilizers, ag minerals
and soil conditioners. Our product line includes:

I•.:·Turf fertilizers • Humat.es I•.....•....
• Gypsum • Klawog

• • Lime • Klacon
Products strategically warehoused

throughout u.s. for prompt delivery.

!ZI t'lpr~~o~a~!fj~
1.800.747.2486 I www.gypsumsales.com

http://www.sportsturfmanager.com • STMA

Jaydee Drive Liner

The jaydee Drive-Liner is a self-propelled
riding line-marker featuring a 13.5 h.p.
Briggs & Stratton engine, along with a 3.3
gallon remote fuel cell, a 35 gallon paint
tank that carries enough marking material
for a complete game field, or several prac-
tice fields. The 2 gallon flush tank cleans
the discharge lines for work-breaks, travel
or overnight. Center/side-marking
sprayshields are always operator visible.
A nearly zero degree turning radius reduces
or eliminates back and turning maneuvers.

Jaydee Equipment Company
202 East Joliet Highway, Box 278

New Lenox, IL 60451-0278
TOLL FREE: 1-800-443-3268

jaydee@theramp.net. www.jaydeeeqco.com

Circle 185 on card or www.oners.ims.ca/2915-185

HELP WANTED

TURF MANAGER
Jade Run Sod Farms is seeking a detail-

oriented individual with a two-yr. degree or
three yrs expo in the turf industry. This full
time, yr. round position includes overseeing
the day to day management of turfgrass
maintenance, including mowing, irrigation,
and fertilization, establishing and following a
program of integrated pest management,
field preparation and seeding in order to
maintain the highest quality of sod. This
individual must possess a valid drivers
license (CDL is a plus) and have the ability
to obtain a DE Pesticide Applicators
License. Benefits include a salary com-
mensurate to experience, major medical,
paid vacation and holidays, and life insur-
ance. Interested candidates should send
resume to PO Box 216, Bethel, DE 19931,
or e-mail: Jaderun@comcast.net
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By_D r, Grady Mille rJ-£nvironme nta l Hortlculture Dept.J UniversIty of Elorida

Finally, physics class is useful!
I'm a landscape architect in the Midwest and

have been asked by our client to look for an answer to a baseball
geometry problem. They have a Babe Ruth field that needs to
have its outfield fence moved back but because of site con-
straints the left field fence cannot be moved. Instead of moving
the fence I believe we can raise its height to make the adjust-
ment to allow for the horizontal dimension (home run or out of
the park dimension) change. I know there is a formula for figur-
ing this geometry change but I haven't hooked up with the right
source yet. Do you have a reference?

The distances are left, 317 feet; center, 317 feet; and right,
312 feet. Ideally they would like Center to play 360 feet.

Steven S. Ford

317'ell Steven, I thought this would be a question that
would be easily answered but I was wrong, I bat-
ted zero with a few turf colleagues and industry

representatives. I finally had to sit down with an engineer friend
of mine to work through the calculations. I then had a graduate
student at Clemson University (also a professional engineer) double-check our
answer and suggest something different (based on an assumption we had missed).

So I poured over all these calculations and made a few more adjustments
(after reading myoid college physics book). Then I faced the most difficult part of
solving this problem - how to explain it.

360'

Let me write out what I can that does not involve formulas. First, only one
fence distance (317 feet) was used since both left and center is the same. Second,
you get the most distance from a ball if it leaves the bat from a 45-degree angle.
But realize this is not a simple triangle (a2 + b2 = c2) type problem since the ball
moves in an arc. It is'what they call in physics, "uniform acceleration in two dimen-
sions." That is almost how I would describe my last bike wreck, when I slowed
down quicker than the bike did.

To do this problem you have to work with a couple of equations and variables
to calculate movement in two directions. The ball is moving up (later down) which
we will label as the "y direction." The ball is also moving out (away from batter)
which we will label as the "x direction." The formulas used to solve the problem
involve some trigonometric functions [i.e., sine (sin), cosine (cos), and tangent
(tanll. but their relationship in this problem and the 45-degree angle simplifies the
math. It was assumed that the ball was hit from a 3-foot height. This is important
since you have to subtract that height from the height of the outfield fence. Later
you will need to add that height back to your answer.

Other than length to the outfield fence and height of the outfield fence, you
also have to work with the velocity of the ball (which influences trajectory and time
in the air) and gravity. Velocity will have to be calculated, but for gravity (g) we can
use the constant 32.2 feet per second. In this case we assumed there is no air
resistance. This is a practical assumption for the calculation, but in reality there can
be many influences related to airflow. From here on out the answer involves some
equations and calculations. If you round your answers, you can have a dramatic
influence on the final outcome, so keep the rounding to a minimal.

The diagram gives you some idea how to set the problem up.
The first step is to solve for time (tl to hit the ball 360 feet and clear a 6-foot

wall since this is the length the high school wishes the field would play. This will
involve solving for time in both the x and y direction.
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In the x direction: t = XI
V cos 45°

In the y direction: YI= vsin45° t - 1/2 gt2

Substitute t from x direction into the first part of the second equation to get:

V
f

= x, tan45° - 1/2 gt 2

Solve for time, t = V% (x, tan 45° - Vf) or

t = V3~.2 (360 tan 45° - 3) = 4.68 seconds

We then determine if it takes 4.68 seconds for the ball to go 360 feet, it only
takes 4.13 seconds to travel the 317 feet. Using this information, one can go back
and solve the third equation used above.

V
f

= 317 tan 45°-1/2(322.2-4.132) = 42.2 feet, plus 3 feet (initial height difference)

So the top of the fence should = 45 feet 5 inches.

Well, you can see that there is a certain amount of complication in working
through this problem since more than one equation is needed. But given the cor-
rect equations and a few logical assumptions it can be solved. Who said you would
never use what you learned in physics? ST

Acknowledgement: Thanks to Michael Dukes, Ph.D., PE and L. Ray Hubbard,
Jr., PE for assistance with this problem.
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Your field's finest hour ...

Be Ready.
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